Deep Well Pumps

Steam Traps

Valves

Pipes

Expansion Joints

Flow Products group includes products required in flow engineering
such as: pumps, valves, pipes, fittings, expansion joints, flow meters,
hoses and gaskets.
For each product we cover wide range of types and for various
applications: in refineries, power plants, fertilizer plants, cement
industry, water sector and other applications.

Flow Meters

Mechanical Seals

Strainers
Pipes Fittings
Actuators

Hoses

Gaskets

Rupture Discs

Separation Technologies

Flow Products

FLOW PRODUCTS

Separation
Technologies

SEPARATION TECHNOLOGIES

Separators

Vibrating Screen

Centrifuges

Filter Air, Oil, Fuel, Turbine

Cyclones

Filter Bags

Perforated Plates

Separation processes are essential to the chemical,
petroleum refining, and materials processing industries.
Separation processes comprise a large portion of the activity
in the chemical and petrochemical industries. The function
of separation processes includes the removal of impurities
from raw materials, products, and by-products and the
removal of contaminants from air and water streams.

Wire Mesh

Thickeners

Agitators / mixers

Classifiers

Crushing Unit

Scubbers(Dry,Wet

Grinding unit

Filter presses

Grinding Unit

Belt filters

Crystallizer Unit

Compressors : air and gas compressors, reciprocating, screw, centrifugal
compressors oil and oil free compressors low medium and high pressure compressors.

Industrial fans : for all application (axial, centrifugal, mixed flow fans); for cement
plants, refineries, chemical, etc..

Plate Heat Exchangers

Refractories

Shell & Tube Heat
Exchangers

Industrial Fans

Other Heat Exchangers

Dryers

Kilns

Heaters

Insulation Materials

Cooling Towers

Industrial Burners

Pressure Vessels & Reactors

Power Transmission

Thermal products group covers mainly the following:
Heating products: which generate or transfer heat such as furnaces, kilns, heat
exchangers, burners, etc…
Cooling products : which used to remove heat from industrial systems such as
cooling towers.
Refractory and thermal insulation products such as :
Refractory bricks and monolithics for cement and steel industry, ceramic fiber,
fiberglass, etc...
Also, this group is covering other industrial equipment such as :

Thermal Systems

THERMAL SYSTEMS

POWER TRANSMISSION

Power Transmission

Conveyor Chains

Gear Boxes

Electrical Motors
Power transmission products are used to transmit entire or part of the rotary or
linear motion, and/or change the input-to-output speed ratios. The family of the
power transmission covers all products of couplings, bearings, v-belts, pulleys,
chains and sprockets, while the gear boxes reducers and the gears are examples
of the products that regulate and adjust the- input to output motion values
(speed and /or direction).

Sprocket

V- Belts

Couplings

Pulleys

Roller Chain

Bucket Conveyors

Pan Conveyor

Reclaimer

Overhead Crane

Rubber and Steel
Conveyor Belts
Hoist
Air lefts
Chain Conveyors
Conveyor Accessories
Silos

Belt Conveyors

Stacker

Electrical Products

Screw Conveyors

Material handling systems and equipment are
used to move and store any of the materials that
required to be moved frequently between
specific points. Applications of the material
handling systems, stackers, reclaimers, hoists,
hoisting equipments, cranes, pneumatic
conveying systems….etc.

Material Handling Equipment
& Systems

MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT & SYSTEMS

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS

Electrical Products

Batteries and Battery Charger

Fuses

We started early serving
our
customers to cover their needs
starting from low voltage, medium
and high voltage equipment.
We managed through all these
years to maintain our high
reputation in the market through
our interest to our client needs,
prices, and high quality.

Transformers

Substation and Swichgear

LV Products

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS

LV Swich Gear

Cables & Cables Accessories

& Lab Equipment

Solar modules

Instrumentation Control

Over Head Line Product

Electrical Products

Lighting Equipments

INSTRUMENTATION CONTROL
& LAB EQUIPMENT
Instrumentation, Control and Lab Equipment is the widest range group; it’s divided
into three main subjects and each subject concern on different type of equipment.
Instrumentation and control mainly related to the industry and its automated
processes, equipment that measure all the industrial variables such as flow, pressure,
weight..etc and control it, are our range of supply in this group.
Lab equipment related to educational and analytical labs, we supply different types
general, analytical, biological and educational lab equipment.

Weighing Instruments

Temperature Instruments

Instrumentation Control
& Lab Equipment

Metering

Pressure Instruments
Sensors and Measurement

Control systems

Electrical test equipment

Measurement systems

Testing Equipment

Level Instruments
Calibration Equipment
Detectors

Vibration Instruments

Controllers

Control Switches & Sensors

Environment Analyzer

Renewable Energy Sources

Analytical Lab Equipment

Biological Lab Equipment

Educational supplies &
Teaching tools

MATERIALS
(Steel, Stainless Steel, Cast Steel, Carbon Steel, Alloys, Cast Iron, Ductile Iron, Rubber, Plastic)

Materials group consists mainly of steel products together with
different materials like (aluminum, plastic, Teflon…etc) in addition to
the latest innovation in metallurgical science. Finding a wide field a of
application in industrial sector, Al Ghanem is able to provide almost all
materials requirements by the heavy & medium industries. Highly
talented, experiences and dynamic engineers of the materials division
are acting in a most professional way and are ready to satisfy all
partners.

Bars Rods

Flat Matemrials

Consumables

Materials

Grinding Media

CONSUMABLES

Wire Ropes

Consumables

The vital role of the mechanical consumables in the
industrial sector puts us to be in our much of
interest. The mechanical consumables can be used
in wide applications in all mechanical workshops
and for maintenance of all industrial equipment.
The long track experience in knowing the client’s
requirements and supplying the correct
consumables can always be at your service.

Gaskets

Bearings

Welding Electrodes

Packing Materials
Fasteners

Seals

CHEMICALS

The Chemical Division was created as a result of the Company’s already
extensive involvement in the supply of a vast product range to the Oil, Gas,
Petrochemical and other industries through a number of separate divisions
This Division concentrates on catering to the overall chemical requirement
of the market by providing a ‘single unit’ source, extending a
comprehensive package service to the client, from product requirement
review and recommendation through to delivery to the client’s place of
business.
The extensive product range is being constantly developed in order to keep
pace with the ever changing requirements of the petroleum and related
industries throughout the areas of the Company’s operation.

Oil & Grease

Raw Materials & Intermediates
Lab Chemicals
Filling & Packaging
Equipment

Water Treatment Chemicals

Chemicals

Additives

FILLING & PACKAGING EQUIPMENT

Filling and packing from an important part of many
industries which makes the final product of the
process ready for transportation and use. This group
comprises the following processes:

Dry Material Filling
Lines And Machines

Filling & Packaging
Equipment

Liquid Filling Lines & Machines

Metering.
Weighing.
Palletizing.
Shrinking.
Stretching.

Conveying.
Loading.
Controlling.
Monitoring.
Bags Filling lines & machines

